The College of Engineering and Computer Science seeks to enroll high-achieving, driven, and dynamic students for our undergraduate programs. A scholars program that incentivizes top-tier undergraduates to choose our College above other institutions is crucial for elevating our academic reputation.

### Attracting the exceptional

The Engineering and Computer Science Leadership Scholars program will provide significant resources to entice and support.

- **$20K scholarship (renewable for 4 years)**
- **Admission to 5-year BS/MS program with 50% tuition discount for 5th year**
- **A paid summer research position with faculty mentor**
- **A study abroad scholarship**
- **Priority enrollment in Renée Crown University Honors**
- **1st year housing in Honors or ECS Learning Community**
- **Early notification of admission**
- **An annual reception with industry partners, retreat, and ongoing seminars**

### Support the Scholars

**MAKE A GIFT**

- **$3M**: Program naming rights
- **$100K**: Support a scholar for four years

Your commitment of $50,000 or more by June 2018 will secure your place in the College’s TRANSFORMATION FOUNDERS CIRCLE and prominent recognition in the Bill and Penny Allyn Innovation Center.

To learn more about the College’s comprehensive Transforming Our Future plan, visit ecs.syr.edu/transformation.